
In Situ Gas & Heating solution 

INNOVATIONS THAT MATTER

The Climate In Situ TEM Gas & Heating Series enables dynamic studies at sub-nanometer 
level of specimen transformations and evolution processes in gas at high temperature. 
The system excels in providing relevant scientific answers to the most demanding 
questions in application fields such as catalysis, corrosion and more. 

Climate is the only environmental solution in the market to allow full correlation of S/TEM 
structural and chemical data with reaction product analysis thanks to the dedicated 
DENSsolutions Gas analyzer (optional item). The system further allows for 
micro-calorimetry capabilities enabled by the unique and well defined design of the 
DENSsolutions nano-reactor.

Convert your high vacuum TEM from a static imaging tool into a real-world research 
laboratory. This empowers you to observe the real-time dynamics of gas-solid reactions.
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Fig. 2. Palladium NP (1 bar He + CO, 500 °C) Fig. 1. In Situ Nickel oxidation
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In Situ Gas & Heating solution 

Accurate and fast gas control*
The advanced and programmable flow control plus the 
well-defined MEMS gas channel let you easily modify gas 
conditions at the sample in less than <15 sec.

Dynamic mixing**
The patented gas mixing valve combined with 3 Mass Flow 
Controllers enables users to change gas composition while 
the in situ experiment is taking place, therefore enabling 
fast optimization of the gas mixture for your experiment.

Features and benefits

Included in log file

True modular system
All Climate holder components can be easily disassembled 
by the user. This enables cleaning/replacing to avoid any 
cross-contamination from previous gas experiments.

* On Climate G & G+
** On Climate G+ only

Pressure range

Climate AIR

Heating control

Heating range

Temperature 
stability

Temperature 
accuracy

Climate G & G+

Calorimetric data

Closed loop, 4-point probe

RT - 1,000 °C

> 95 %

Nano-Reactor

Embedded heater

Flow range

Chemically inert encapsulated metal

Ambient pressure

0 - 1 mln/minStatic

Accurate temperature control in gas
The 4-point probe is used to measure locally the resistance 
of the heater: this allows to accurately measure/compen
sate the temperature when flowing gasses on the sample. 
Additionally, it enables microcalorimetry and, therefore, 
access to the thermodynamics of your reaction.

0 - 1 bar

± 0,01 °C (no gas flow)

Climate AIR Climate G+

Polepiece compatibility JEOL 

Alpha tilt range JEOL

Attainable resolution

Drift rate

Climate G

Gas Mixing

Gas Analyzer

Pre-Approved Gasses

All

Polepiece compatibility TF

Alpha tilt range TF

< 0.7 nm/min (ultimate)*

Air

Dynamic (3 lines)Pre-mixingNo

optional DENSsolutions Gas Analyzer

Hydrogen, Methane, Acetylene, Ethylene, Carbon 
monoxide, Carbon dioxide, Oxygen, Clean Air, 

Argon, Helium, Nitrogen

Gas Switching No < 60 s < 15 s

*Depending on microscope configuration

< 0,1 nm resolution attainable*

EDS compatibility Yes

Bio TWIN, C-TWIN, TWIN, 
X-TWIN, S-TWIN

Bio-TWIN, C-TWIN, TWIN = ± 35 deg, X-TWIN, S-TWIN = ± 25 deg

UHR = ± 9 deg , FHP = ± 8 deg, HRP = ±15 deg, WGP = ±21 deg


